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240 IOWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE [Vor..XLI 
Cretaceous depositions have to be viewed as the product of a great 
mediterranean sea, of which the black-mud body now variously 
called the Benton, Pierre, or Mancos shales, or whatnot, constitute 
the median mass into which from the east interdigitate the various 
sandstones, limestones, chalks, etc., of the Iowa section. From the 
west, in Utah and Colorado, there is similar interdigitation east-
ward. Meek's dictum of Prionocyclas as the characteristic fossil 
of the Benton basal shales carries the so-cailed Benton up to and 
high into the Pierre. This Nautiloid shell is rather a fossil of the 
entire great median black shale-body. 
Dts Morn~. 
EXTENT OF PATRICIAN GLACIATION 
CHARLts Ktns 
There is one glaciation that did not reach Iowa, the absence of 
which throws all into confusion. This is the short glacier which 
reached southward only so far as St. Paul, Minnesota, from the 
Patrician center of ice dispersion. Because of not taking it into 
account, and another interval quite as long, Professor Calvin was 
always nonplussed concerning his Iowan lcess being so enormously 
developed. Calvin's idea. being that the lcess was a gli!clal outwash 
could find no satisfactory explanation. But upon the theory of its 
being a wind deposit all these difficulties were at once removed, 
since the time of accumulation was several times longer than was 
supposed. The paramount problem in Iowa glaciology today is the 
determination of the accompanying phenomena when the ice ex-
tended southward from the Patrician c_enter, but did not quite 
reach Iowa. 
Dts Morn~. 
WHAT IS THE LOVELAND L<ESS? 
CHARLts Ktns 
When a stratified, lcess-like gumbo, occurring along the Mis-
souri River above Council Bluffs, was first described by Bohumil 
Shimek, and named by him the Loveland lcess, it was thought by 
him to be a fluvio-glacial deposit. Such gumbo-lcess since turned 
out to be really a lacustrial deposition, Wind-blown dusts, from 
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the dry plains and southwestern deserts, laid down in local bodies 
of water, or ponds. In the description of the Loveland exposures 
Shimek unwittingly gives key to its age and stratigraphical setting, 
that is quite different from what he surmised. A layer of wide-
spread, volcanic ash intersects the section on the Missouri River 
which shows that the Loveland beds were deposited immediately 
before the culmination of the Ashawa (Late Wisconsin) 1ce-
advance. 
DES MornEs. 
TERRACED DEPOSIT OF AN EXTINCT THERMAL 
SPRING IN SOUTH PARK, COLORADO 
DoN B. GouLD 
South Park, a flat, non-forested area west of the Front Range 
in central Colorado, was affected by Tertiary volcanic action, as is 
indicated by lava flows and intrusive sheets of that period. Several 
warm springs occur in the western portion of the Park which may 
represent the last phases of this, or later, vulcanism. None of these 
warm springs has formed deposits, or is forming them today. The 
occurrence of a mass of calcareous tufa, unrelated to any existing 
spring, with terraces and general configuration similar to deposits 
now being made by hot springs in Yellowstone Park, suggests that 
hot springs formerly existed in western South Park The mass of 
tufa, now weathered and grass-covered, occupying an area of 20 
or more acres, is described. 
CORNELL COLLEGE, 
MouNT VERNON, IowA. 
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